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A new curved handle wheel lock adds to
the functionality.

Invacare
®

ProSPIN™ X4™ Ultralightweight Custom Manual Wheelchair

The unique side frame design puts the
X4 in a class by itself.

The axleplate can be flipped 180˚ for
plenty of center-of-gravity and seat-to-
floor combinations.

New swing-in/swing-out front riggings
help make transfers easier.

The ProSPIN X4 takes the look, feel and performance of a folding
wheelchair into the new century.  From any angle, the X4 appeals to the
visual sense like no other wheelchair.

The unique side frame and axle plate design merge aesthetics and perfor-
mance.  The X4 side frame minimizes both welded and bolt-on connections,
strengthening the frame and lessening the amount of propulsion energy lost
through flex and vibration. The curved axle plate completes the flowing side
view, making the X4 look more like a work of art than a wheelchair.  

In the front of the frame, the head tube design allows consumers to get
closer to desks or other furniture.  The caster is positioned closer to the drive 

wheel for quickened response during propulsion, and less caster
interference with foot placement and maneuverability.  The sleek design of
the curved wheel lock handle makes it  easy to engage and helps maintain a
low profile for less interference with propulsion and transfers.  Finally, the
front capped H-blocks help rigidify the frame by holding the seat rails firmly
in place.  This greatly reduces the flex associated with many folding-frame
wheelchairs.

The ProSPIN X4 is available in a variety of color options.  Choose from
Contemporary, Too Hot, or Way Cool colors like Tangerine Red and Cosmic
Blue.

Invacare® ProSPIN™ X4™

– Folding Performance
Wheelchair. 

Finally, the next evolution in
performance folding ultra-
lightweight wheelchairs has
arrived. Coupled with an
extremely lightweight frame
and portability, the X4 is the
only choice for someone who
is looking for the chair of the
future.  Awe-inspiring design,
premium performance, and
unbelievably lightweight:  
The ProSPIN X4 is  360˚ of 
pure eXhilaration!

Future Forward Design and Breathtaking Responsiveness
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The X4 caster head tube adjustment is
accessible and simple to change.

A front capped H block helps rigidize the
frame by holding the seat rails in place.

The X4 folds tightly for easy
storage and transportation.

Detailed Perfection and Smart Adjustability™

New elevating leg rest designed to
provide ample adjustability.

The level of design detail in the available options and
accessories further complements the ProSPIN X4
aesthetics.  The swing-in/swing-out front riggings
allow consumers to swingaway the footrests either to
the outside or underneath the wheelchair.  This allows
easier transfers from the wheelchair into an
automobile seat or office chair without having to back
up the wheelchair.

The curved axle plate not only looks awesome, it
also is incredibly functional, providing plenty of center-
of-gravity options and seat-to-floor heights.  The axle
plate can be moved along the frame in 
1/2" increments and has slotted holes to 

allow for more center-of-gravity adjustments.  If that
isn’t enough, the entire bracket can be flipped 180˚ to
ensure that the X4 can be configured for optimal
stability and performance.  An adjustable-angle back
option also is available allowing up to 15˚ of either
posterior or anterior adjustment.

With Invacare’s own Smart Adjustability™, making
adjustments on the fly is surprisingly quick and simple.
The adjustable front head tubes allow changes to the
front caster angle as needed, without having to remove
the front caster wheel.  The X4’s wheel-locks switch 
in seconds from 
push-to-lock to pull-to-lock.  

The ProSPIN X4 was designed to
be one of the lightest-weight
folding wheelchairs available while
also improving the durability
needed to endure many years of
folding and unfolding.  The
improved crossbraces allow for 
a tight, compact fold so the X4 
can be easily transported in 
the back seat or trunk of most
vehicles.  

Extremely Lightweight

Invacare
®

ProSPIN
™
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™
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Anything else is a compromise™

Fixed Front Frame Version.
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Invacare Corporation    
www.invacare.com

USA
One Invacare Way
Elyria, Ohio
44035-4190
(800) 333-6900

Canada
570 Matheson Blvd. E.
Unit 8
Mississauga, Ontario 
L4Z 4G4 Canada
(800) 668-5324
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ProSPIN™ Specifications

‘‘Invacare says 
‘Yes, you can®.’and I
couldn’t have said it better
myself.’’

Invacare® ProSPIN ™X4 ™Ultralightweight Custom Manual Wheelchair 

Frame style Folding frame with swingaway front
Seat width 14" - 20"
Seat depth 14" - 20"
Back height 10" - 20"
Adjustable-angle back 85˚-105˚ (in 5˚ increments)
Camber angles 0˚,  3˚, 6˚
Tubing outside diameter 1"  
Weight of chair 15 lb.** ,  30 lb.***

Weight capacity 250 lb.**
Limited warranty Limited lifetime on 

frame and crossbraces
**  Base chair weight without accessories.
*** 16" x 16", AT99, BH20, BRG2, BLUM2, SPCR1, WLPLL, SPIN24, PRIMO, 70STAPER,

1651, HLOOP, IMPACTG, BACK1216, SLIPBACK, 1671LG, ALUMPC, A1577.

Knee-to-heel*

Folding frames w/ seat rails
min max

60˚ 14.00 " 19.00"
70˚ 14.00" 19.00"
70˚ Tapered 14.50" 19.50"
* Range adjusts in 1" increments. Measurement taken from top of seat rail to back of 

footrest.

Arm heights*

AT99* 8" - 10"
CAD* 10" - 14"
CAF* 10" - 14"
TAD** 6" - 10"
TAF** 8" - 14"
*  Range adjusts in 1" increments.  ** Range adjusts in 0.5" increments.  

All measurements from top of seat rail to top of armrest. On AT99, add 1" for
upholstered arm pads.  For less-seat-rail chairs, add 1.5" to above measurements
(top of upper frame rail to top of armrest.)

Rear seat-to-floor heights

13.5" - 18" 20 Com, 20SP
14.5" - 19" 22 Com, 22SP 
15.5" - 20" 24 Com7, 24SP, 24HSP, 24SPIN
16.5" - 20.5" 25SPIN, 559TS, 26SP, 26HSP, 26SPIN

Front Seat-to-floor heights*

Fork Spacer 3" 4" 5" 6"

5SOFT
4SPLT AT901 AT902
AT900 4ALUM2 5ALUM2 6ALUM2

SPCR0 15.50"
BRG1 15.50" 16.00" 16.50"

16.00" 16.50" 17.00" 17.50"
SPCR1 16.50"

16.50" 17.00" 17.50"
17.00" 17.50" 18.00" 18.50"

SPCR2 17.50"
17.50" 18.00" 18.50"
18.00" 18.50" 19.00" 19.50"

SPCR0 17.50" 18.00" 18.50"
BRG2 17.50" 18.00" 18.50" 19.00"

18.00" 18.50" 19.00" 19.50"
SPCR1 18.50" 19.00" 19.50"

18.50" 19.00" 19.50" 20.00"
19.00" 19.50" 20.00" 20.50"

SPCR2 19.50" 20.00" 20.50"
19.50" 20.00" 20.50" 21.00"
20.00" 20.50" 21.00" 21.50"

SPCR0 16.50"
SOFR-F 16.50" 17.00" 17.50"

17.00" 17.50" 18.00" 18.50"
SPCR1 17.50"

17.50" 18.00" 18.50"
18.00" 18.50" 19.00" 19.50"

SPCR2 n/a n/a n/a n/a
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